Please stand by for realtime captions.
>>
>> Hey, everyone. This is Ashley at GPO. I'm just doing a quick sound check to give everybody a chance
to adjust their speakers. We will get started in just a minute.
>> Hello, everyone. This is Ashley Bell at GPO. I will apologize in advance. You will hear police sirens
throughout the virtual discussion. Unfortunately, the room we had booked has construction going on
overhead so we did move our webinar folks to a different room but it is near a window so you will hear
police sirens in the background. Apologies in advance for that. We will get started in about 2 minutes.
>>> Good afternoon, everyone and welcome to the virtual discussion on the future development of
FDLP eXchange. My name is Ashley Dahlen and I'm your host for the virtual discussing . Before we get
started I will give you a few reminders. Please feel free to use the chat box on the lower right-hand
corner of your screen. We look forward to your feedback and your questions as we plan for the future of
FDLP eXchange. Also use the chat box to report any technical issues you may be having. We will keep
tabs. We will be recording this webinar. We will send you the slides. We will also -- if anyone needs
additional certificates because multiple people watch the webinar with you, please email FDLP outreach
at Gpo.gov and include the title of today's virtual meeting along with the names and email addresses of
those needing certificates. If you need to zoom in on the slides being shown by the presenter, you can
click on the full-screen button in the bottom left-hand side of your screen. To exit full screen mode,
mouse over the blue bar that appears at the top of the screen so it expands. Then click on the blue
return button to get back to the default view. That was the end of the housekeeping information. Let's
get started with our virtual discussion. With me here today are our presenters, Lisa Russell, lead
program analyst and Cory Hall the, what web content specialist. Both work in library services and
content management here at GPO. I will in the phone over to Lisa and Corey who will take it from here.
>> Thanks, Ashley. Okay, so today I want to start with an overview for anyone who may have missed the
first virtual discussion. I wanted to let you know what the plan is. We are planning virtual discussions on
a quarterly basis and the goal is to share status updates on where we are in development and also to
seek input on new developments. Sometimes, like we did this time, we may put out a handout ahead of
time to sort of look at questions and what we will talk about and share some things we need to think
about so you can be thinking about it ahead of time and come with your ideas. We also just revamped
the FDLP eXchange pages on FDLP.gov. Corey will take you on a little bit of a brief tour of what we have
done with the pages but there is a new application development page which has taken the place of the
active project page. This has sections on it for plan development, the requirements backlog which I think
are possibilities for future development that did not make it into the current iteration that we are
planning. Then there is the log which are basically like bugs and a discussion section where we will list
registration for any of these future virtual discussions and we will also have the recording links from
there. one thing, just to give you an idea of how that will work, right now we have, what we are
tentatively planning for our plan development is stuff that did not make the cut this time that is in the
requirements backlog. We haven't finalized what we are doing in the next round so if something needs
to come out of what we have planned right now, it will be folded back into the requirements backlog. An
example of that is we are having some discussions of weather, and one of the discussions is whether you
guys want or need reports or statistics on those type of things from the tool and we had planned to go
around and build it out infrastructure to build those reports on and do reports in the next round of
development. But that may have complicated it more than it needs to be so we are having some
discussions about whether we want to stick with that approach or if we want to just try to build the
reports and infrastructure at the same time which would be pushing it all into the next round. It won't
change what you guys will see either way but if we do decide to take out that infrastructure right now,
that will be folded back into the requirements backlog. As we do future release cycles, we will take

whatever we do with the cycle, probe release notes to it and have the links at the bottom of the page
and we will replace what is there now, I'm trying to say too many R's. We will replace what we have
there now with whatever the next cycle is so everything will still be available on the same page but it
won't be double as it will be a living document where we are always misplacing -- replace with the new
iteration but we will keep previous iterations probably in PDF files toward the bottom of the page. For
today's discussion, we did release a handout. If you did not see the handout and you want to refer to
that, there are questions in there to get you started thinking about what your ideas are on some of
these things. We won't necessarily go through those questions one at a time but if we get stalled in the
discussion, I may go back to some of those questions and sort of prompt some discussion. If you can
chat your comments and questions, since you don't have the ability to speak in the demo, if you can
chat them, we will try to read out what we have. If the chat goes so fast we cannot keep up with the, we
may miss some. We do have Melissa Fairfield monitoring the chat so she will try to catch any questions
we might miss so we can discuss them during the question but if we miss anything, we will follow up
with you after the session and we have time at the end for additional comments. So first topic is reports
and statistics. We are seeking feedback on what types of reports and statistic libraries you need from
the FDLP eXchange. Examples of things that we have been asked for are the ability to get, for regional
to get a report of all of the offers they have passed in their selective's and the ability to get a list of all
items and statuses that need action that has been in that status for more than 2 weeks. Statistics on the
number of posts offered during a specific time frame or statistics on the filter system. With those
examples, are there things your library needs that we don't currently have access to to get some from
the system? You might also think about how it would be best for them to and you may want sort of a
dashboard type presentation, a module where you can request reports on demand? Do you want to
have the ability to email to certain individuals or any of those kinds of things that might impact what you
want from the system? Another thing you might think about is, you know, if there is stuff that your
director asks you for, they want statistics from a system how many things you are offering how many
things are being requested, how many things through the system are those kinds of things. Anything you
might have besides request or reference library or anyone else, anything we can provide for those kinds
of things? And we have also got -- Alicia says, this isn't exactly what you're asking but we would like to
be able to choose what fields get exported when we export selective office into a spreadsheet at the
end of the month. Okay, that sounds good. That is something I would actually consider a report even
though you are doing it a little different, the existing feature so that is good feedback. These examples
are representative of our needs, a dashboard with the ability to for CSV or Excel. From a regional, we
have got knowing how many offers I have process that a given time period would be cool to know. We
definitely want to download reports. A system where you can custom generate reports with specific
information included would be useful. I agree with familiar from another regional.. Let's see. Okay. I will
fix my chat box. I was going to scroll past what I could read. It was coming out all of a sudden, all at
once.
>> This works for you all as well, if you want to clout collapse the participant list, you can click on the
arrow the points down next to the participant channel and it will give you a bigger chat box.
>> Good tip, thank you. Ashley works with us a lot more so I have to rely on her for those kind of things.
Are there quick facts that your library might be presented in a dashboard form, something with like
dials, red, yellow, green? I'm having a hard time thinking of what examples of red, yellow and green
would stand for but ->> Stages?
>> Stages, yes. Some of the things I'm thinking of, probably in terms of projects where if you are on test,
you are green, if you are kind of in danger of getting behind or going over budget, you might be yellow
and if you are over budget and need to really deal with it right away, that would be read so that is the
kind of thing I'm talking about or there might be more operational ways of using those same kinds of

variables. I heard from a couple people who want to be able to download reports. Do you want a
dashboard at all? Carmen says, something to be useful as well where a report is generated every month
but several months worth are available so if you are too busy one month to, that month is still available
later. That sounds good. Does anybody want double as I've been on the fence whether we want to set
anything up to email individuals. It seems like that could turn into a situation where someone's inboxes
getting inundated and maybe not being available to some other people who may need it and maybe in
those cases having something that could be downloaded might be better? On the other hand, there
might be good reasons to do email instead. And Ashley is reminding everyone to chat your comments to
all participants so we can all see them. I have a comment that I would rather generate or download the
reports when I need them, I don't want email. Okay, sounds good. Maybe it can be like one of the other
settings, right now, where you could choose if you want email or not. That is a good thought. There also
might be a way we could set it up where you could get a now vacation in the system when one is
available to download so we have to kind of look into what we could do in that regard. Let's see. Do
have, are there specific individuals, right now the only differentiation we have between who can do
what is that there are some things a library admin can do and some things a library user can do. Are
there other individuals you might want to have access to the report but maybe not, I don't know, maybe
not access to upload, any of those kinds of things? I've got a question, a comment from Chris, she would
rather not get an email. -- Also agrees with Jen, would rather be able to down now download rather
than get another notification or email. If there is data that someone else in your library needs, would
you prefer to download it yourself and send it to them works or would you prefer to somehow give
them, I don't know really what we can do, we would only access, read-only access, is that something
looking into, would that be useful? I just got a question for clarification, does know me a double is no
email mean no email notifications? Alicia says as an admin it would be nice if we could change, if we
could be in charge of making something, someone else as an admin rather than having to do just
compact GPO. That would be nice for GPO. Lisa who was sitting across from me is laughing .
>> Lessons learned!
>> Carmen said if someone else wants to see the report I'd rather to send them to myself and try to
change train them on using eXchange. That makes sense. Oh, let's see. I think I'm sort of getting a sense
that this is true from your comments but one of the questions we had in the comments was whether
there are some things that you would want to sit on a scheduled basis and some things to do on
demand. My sense is that you would want the option to do either based on the comments. And if you
are a regional, are there reports and statistics you need to help manager regions usage? Holly agrees,
yes, she would like to be able to either do them on demand or do them on schedule based on the needs.
Let's see. I think, I'm not seeing any more comments so unless -- can no, wait. Amelia says, I appreciate
being able to see what I'm selecting. It saves me from having to ask how they are trying to build their
select -- collection. I'd like to see a different composite for all offers and claims at least on an annual
basis, perhaps quarterly, could be by state but not more granular than that for my interests. Alicia says,
it is six on a number of offers posted in the regions so we could have brought her stuff on how much we
are processing. Thelma says another stat with charts and graphs would be nice but I imagine that could
slow down development quite a bit and I don't see it as a necessity. Amelia says, selecting an FDLP
eXchange, not a selection profile, presented clarification through her previous comments. Holly agrees
with Carmen. On the dashboard might be nice but not a necessity. And Jen agrees with Mary and Alicia,
sorry. Okay. It looks like this might be a good point to move on to topic 2. So this was when I included
with a little graphic in the handout which I will go to next but I wanted to first lay out the topic. Given
the users the ability to submit offers after they have been submitted present some challenges not
immediately apparent to and we kind of got into this and development because initially we thought at
first wanted to be able to add them but then it is like, well, if there are some edits, what edits might
need to go back to the regional and when doesn't it? So we ended up developing it this round so you

cannot edit but realized that might be something we need to resume revisit so let's see. Here is just sort
of a scenario of a work post so you can see how it works. If I was a selective and I enter something and
Ashley is my regional and she passes on it, and then I, if I realize I made a mistake, I had a typo in the
numbers, is that something then that potentially changes what it is I'm offering so would we want that
to get back to the regional? We kind of don't want to send things back to the regional and make them
keep repeating, reviewing things if it is not necessary. On the other hand, for something, if you offered
10 years of a serial and somebody planned one year, if you could edit that and leave it and let it
continue going through the process, that makes sense because that is not something the regional is
going to want to look at the nine years that they've already seen. We kind of wanted to talk through
what circumstances, what kinds of edits might be allowable, what kind of edits might need to go back to
the regional and some of those scenarios. And Julia says, and ability to edit and trade would be useful.
The difficulty I had when I first used eXchange, I uploaded the same offer twice and now I cannot get rid
of the duplicate entry. Glenn agrees with Julia about needing the ability to delete duplicates. Chris says
we try to catch errors before him. The ability to regionally edit would be useful. That would be good to
know. Glenn says, edits should trigger another review by regional would be sue doc and issues. Carmen
says title of suitor I would like to see again. Edits should continue as they are. There should be
something showing clearly that we would edit. I should've thought of that. Alicia says if selective needs
to change edit and we've already passed on and I would expect them to resubmit rather than edit what
has already been passed on. Those are all good thoughts. Let's see. Mary agrees with Alicia. There were
a couple of comments on duplicates. That's actually kind of been a stumbling block for us. There are
cases where we do want to put them like if you have three copies or something and you wanted to
offer, if you put them all in one, unfortunately, if somebody finds one and your offer ends at that point
in the system, and if you put in 3 separate ones and you can have one for each specific one and they can
all continue on, too. That becomes a lot of extra work so that is sort of some pros and cons of that but
we have talked through some different ways of how we might or might not be able to at least alert
ourselves to, hey, you might be entering a duplicate here and maybe I think we've got a request for an
"are you sure?" Feature in the next round of development. So a comment from Julia. If an edit were
triggered, could a notification of the edit show a before and after for the field edit it? That is an
interesting thought.
>> Perhaps a checkbox? Mary says there aren't enough frames to make this a real issue. Let's see, what
else? Are there any other questions? Carmen says, before and after would be very useful. Yeah, I kind of
like that idea. I'm trying to think how that would look in the system. Are you thinking that the before
and after would sort of be displayed within the same field that was edited? I'm kind of reading your
comments about doing that way rather than the before record showing everything and the after record
showing everything. So I have a comment, I thought more fields edited side-by-side if that makes sense.
Carmen agrees. A heads up, I got a notification that my computer may be rebooting. We were afraid
that would happen so we may, we are going to cross our fingers that it doesn't happen in the middle of
the session but we may have to suddenly switch to a different computer. We are set up to handle it but
to give you a heads up in case there is suddenly some shuffling around. Okay. Do we have any other
questions here? Julia says, I could see, oh, they transposed a number in the sue doc that makes sense.
And I think just from a storage standpoint, it seems like it would be easier to track the stuff within the
field rather than having to track yet another record. We've got another agreement with Julia. Chris says,
yeah, we see that a lot. Transposing a number. That makes sense. That's really easy to do. Let's see. One
of the questions we had was when something is edited in phase 3 just need to go back to the regional
and start the process all over again? And if that were the case, would that just be, you know, I think
somebody mentioned that they edited the title or the sue doc and that might send it back. Would be
something like that or by the time he gets there, we are not going to worry about it or how would you
like to see that handled? Carmen says, it would be useful for regional to add edits as well, for example,

some selective submit only -- and resubmit see DOC so we could benefit the other libraries that we
would see in future steps. That makes a lot of sense. I think we had a comment from another regional
that they made some corrections to the selective offers as well. I think certain changes should go back to
regionals and others not, regardless of when in the process that it is. That makes sense. In the
beginning, I did make a few mistakes in the sue doc. I just marked kept and entered another offer with
the correct sue doc. That makes sense. Is probably the best way to do it currently in the system. There is
a feature in the system right now that you can create a new record of the existing record and maybe
make the corrections before you delete the old one or MARC as kept for the old one if you need to take
that process. The other question we had was just was it needs do not go the same workflow as offers
and stay in the system. Are there cases when it should not be editable? And in this case, there wouldn't
be any, originals don't have to review your needs so you wouldn't have that same possibly changing
something up after the regionals would use it in this case. Alicia says, I would think something should
always be editable. Carmen says I think it should be all editable. Especially in scenarios mentioned
where you have the range of dates in a serial that need to be changed, that makes sense. Okay. I think
we may have just about discussed everything on this one. I'm going to go ahead and turn it over to
Corey for topic 3 and he's going to get you an overview of the changes we made to the website and also
get some feedback on the ->> Thank you very much, Lisa and good afternoon, everybody. What I'm going to do is I'm going to do a
walk-through of the different pages that were just recently created on the FDLP.gov so I'm going to
share the screen here.
>> While Corey is getting that set up, I want to let you all know that if you want to enable the chat box
so you can provide feedback on what Corey is showing you, just mouse over the blue bar at the top and
it will drop down and click on chat in the chat box.
>> Okay, so what I'm going to do is start at the very beginning here and so uncovering over hovering
over collection tools and this is how we get to that newest FDLP eXchange landing page. Before, when
you clicked on the link it would take you to eXchange live site but instead, when you click here, it is
going to take you to the new landing page and so this is what we have here. It gives you an overview of
what FDLP eXchange is all about and another new portion of the different pages that you have, this side
module here, you can click it or click the button and it will take you over to exchanges live site. And of
course, on each of these different pages, you are going to have a list of anchors so that way, it is easier
to navigate throughout the page. Another thing about this particular page that is new is that you have
more access in terms of even to the training sites so it will be easier to get to the live site and the
training site of eXchange. Then of course, under here, you have more information and then you have a
link to the FDLP eXchange application development page which I will go over in a minute. Then you also
have the FDLP eXchange instructions page so I'm going to click the application development page here
and I want to spend a few moments talking about this page. Lisa mentioned it earlier. This page is very
useful because it gets into the overview of the development process and where he where we are and
what we are looking to do based on a lot of the feedback you have given us in the past and even in the
present. You can see the overview here. You also have the plan development and just to give you an
explanation of what is upcoming for any enhancements. Right now, we have a tentative FDLP eXchange
enhancement and we are doing it numerically so that is based on the different stages so we are at 1.1
and it is listed here. These are essentially all of the enhancements that are based on what feedback you
have already given to us over time and so this is what is being worked on right now and as we get more
feedback and as we go through the process, this page will be updated and so in each of those iterations,
you will get more enhancements so you get an idea of what is upcoming, what we are working on
currently and the other thing we have here is the requirements backlog. The requirements backlog
essentially just shows you the different requirements here. You can actually download it. I'm just going
to click it here so you can get a chance to see it here. And this just gives you an idea of what's already

within your requirements and the different levels of the type of development that we are looking at in
terms of priorities so this is available for your viewing here. So that is the requirements backlog there.
we also have the known issues log and that is another opportunity for you to be able to see what is
already on the table in terms of issues that you guys have already come up with and of course, these
documents will be updated as time goes on, as well. And you can see it there so there are still some
issues that we are working on that have not been -- yet resolved yet but this will give you more of an
opportunity to see what has actually taken place and it also shows that we do value the feedback we get
from you guys so anytime you have any suggestions, feel free to let us know in the chat or email us and
we will get all of those suggestions and give you guys feedback based on these documents. Then of
course, this page also has where you can join the discussion. We have links to double this we will have
more links as time goes on to pass virtual discussion so in case you missed anything or you want to go
back and looked look at something, you can click this link here in terms of the handouts and also the
recordings from the past discussions. So this page is essentially just for you guys to be able to look at
what is happening, what is ongoing and development to keep you guys abreast of anything and also to
even address any questions you already have so this page is definitely for all of the ongoing
development portions of it. I already talked about the landing page here. While we are on this page, I'm
going to click the archive FDLP eXchange project page and this page is , you may have seen it before
where we had the eXchange page that had a whole bunch of information on it in terms of from the
beginning to where we are. This is more so just to give you the history of FDLP eXchange so you can see
the background of everything and even when it comes to the production site, there is a link as well there
and also at the top so this is just for historical information and also I'm going to point out that you can
find this link also under the projects tab here and then it will be under archived projects so you can time
find them into places, on this page here and you can also find it on the development page. Then it will
give you a timeline of the FDLP eXchange project. We are operational at this point and all of the
information you have seen before is right here. You can also get to the frequently asked questions and
you also have related documents, resources for your viewing here. So this is just to see where the
project began and is also available for any questions that you may have about the tool itself. So this is a
very useful tool. I'm going to backtrack here for second. Actually, I'm going to talk about the instructions
page. I'm going to go back one more page here. The instructions page is a new page, also and it can be
found on the eXchange landing page and there are 2 places you can find it. You can find the link here
and I will click this link at the bottom and what this page is, this is for, essentially, this is for documents,
for example, the data dictionary or other templates to help you in terms of guidance or uploading
spreadsheets so this is a page where you can get to all of the latest resources to help you when you are
navigating through eXchange . It will answer a lot of your questions. You also have access to the training
videos and you have these two quick start guides for eXchange, regionals and selective's. Think of this
page is the page where your resources to answer any questions or help you go through the process of
doing your needs and offers. One other thing -- there is also the recorded webinars but in addition to
that, I want to also highlight the tips of the week page. This is a fairly new page that was launched just
under a month ago, actually and so I'm sure many of you have taken a look at this page. What is
different about this pages the layout. It is more consolidated in terms of the information. Before, there
were so much on a page and now, you have, for example, when you are looking at this page, you have
the most recent tips so we have it set where it is numerical so the most recent tip is what you will first
see and when you scroll down, you can also use these anchors here. You can get to each of the different
sections that address any particular question that you may have and it is categorized in such a way so
that it makes sense for the user so for example, if you had a question about the administration of your
account or when it comes to, for example, Tip 19, my library, my user account, you can click on this and
it opens and there is the tip of the week so this is designed for you guys to gain more familiarity with the
system and answer any of the questions you already have about these tips coming up. We tried to get

them out weekly but also, again, if you have any suggestions on something you want to see addressed,
feel free to reach out to us in the chat or email us and we can definitely add these to the tips we already
have so this is therefore you is another resource. So Chris Avery says, she likes the format and it makes
sense. That is the whole point. We will continue updating this page as we get more tips and one other
thing is that there is a category called miscellaneous because there were some tips that didn't quite
have its own category so we had to come up with a different category so that way it made more sense
and if you have questions about this page or suggestions to even enhance this particular page, let us
know. We are open to suggestions. So that is the tip of the week page. Again, this is the instructions
page and you also have access to recorded webinars there and just to note, the recorded webinars, if
you look at that page, it is currently set up the way it is but there are updates coming to that page as
well to make it where it is more user-friendly so that way, when you look at the information, you are
actually getting to where you want to go and it makes more sense so this reported webinars page will be
updated pretty soon here. And then, one other thing I will mention about the instructions page, you can
access it from the development page but also, if you click on the "about --" excuse me, the requirements
and guidance and under the instructions, and then you also have access, actually, to both the tips of the
week page and the eXchange instructions page here. It is in two paid places on the development played
page and also on the instructions section under the requirements guide tab here. So with that, those are
the new pages and I'm going to click over here to the eXchange lab site so live site just to give you a
look at it again. I'm sure many of you have seen it multiple times but I wanted to take a few moments to
get your thoughts on this particular page because in addition to what you have already suggested about
the tool itself, we want to know from you what other things you would like to see when it comes to this
particular landing page before you actually get to the site so what are some ideas or suggestions you
have for this particular page when it comes to the eXchange site?
>> Will get a screenshot of that slide.
>> Yes. So are there any thoughts on the eXchange live site works any thoughts on the design or the
functionality of what it looks like here in the slide here? Okay. Julia Cater says a link to the instructions
you just showed us would be helpful. Okay, anyone else? Any other suggestions that you have?
>> It seems to have a couple of comments from people that if you need to reset your password that if
you request new password, that is where you go and a couple people commented that that was not
intuitive.
>> Okay. Marna says she likes the symbol login page. Okay. All right. Okay, it sounds like all of you like
what you already see. But again, -- let's see here. Carmen, the forgot password link, the link right next to
or below the login button could be more intuitive. Thank you, Carmen. Okay, again, if you have any
more suggestions about what you would like to see on the eXchange page, please feel free to let us
know here or just email us and I'm going to pass it over to Lisa.
>> Okay, thanks, Corey. Let's see, I have another comment, email and usernames since that's what it
really is. That is a good thought. I'm going to move on to topic 4 which really sort of is not a topic. It is
just, this is open forum where you guys can make suggestions if you have them and again, if there is
anything you think of after the session that you want to let us know about, you can always go to ask
GPO and choose the FDLP eXchange category. We have a common, is -- CO E for multiple agencies it
would be helpful to have the ability to only -- in our needs to catch all items being offered to that
agency, okay. When entering in the offer, would you consider adding an option to import or auto
populate from the CGP? This would standardize some fields with the potential for entry error or
confusion such as call number, publication information, title, etc. That is a good idea. We had talked a
little bit about doing that but we kind of didn't feel like we were at a point to build an interface initially
but that is something that I think makes a lot of sense when we get there. Let's see, any other thoughts?
Julia says, I realize it would be a lot of work and it is a long-term wish. Yeah. We actually, way back,
wanted to try to build something that worked out CDP and that did not work the way we expected to so

we went back to the drawing board but yeah, I do agree that is a very good idea. Myrna says when I
status on offices are allowed to discard, can we please have a select all to market discarded? Yes, that is
a good thought. We actually hear that from quite a few people and that is one of the things in the next,
that we are planning in the next round of development. Julia Reeve, I think we are, what do I have on
that? I've kind of got a little bit of an overview on that on the application development page. It looks like
-- both processing currently only functions on FDLP eXchange but can for perform bulk actions by one of
the spreadsheets offered in either passing or requesting office from regional double this enhancement
would add both options for certain status changes such as -- or for marking offers in the search results
requesting enabled. Okay. So we've got something from Carmen. I don't like that when we, as a regional,
pass as an offer, we cannot see it anywhere. We sometimes get questions or other responses back to us
so it would be nice to be able to see these offers somewhere, maybe under the advanced search. That
makes a lot of sense. Ellis is, currently the buttons for uploading needs or offers are currently the same
color. A colleague of mine suggested having one a different color to make the two more distinguishable.
Amelio degrees with Carmen and a third with Carmen, another comment that different colors would be
good. Let's see, a question where, will development happen in house or do you have to send the project
out for bid? It really depends on what it is. Most of the time, we don't do that much in house so then we
have to go through the procurement process so that always, that can slow us down quite a bit. And we
are not really supposed to say too much about things and procurement so I can't really go into much
more detail than that but yeah, that does become a factor. In how long these things take. We have a
comment from Doris. Unfortunately, I was only able to catch the last 15 minutes. I would like to be able
to delete from the site. We did talk about that a little bit so we are kind of looking into what we can do
as far as the needs functions or if there are, again, that wouldn't be for offers, I think sometimes when
people need to delete it is because they put something in twice so there may be a few things we can do
to try to help catch them before they go in but that doesn't necessarily apply to needs. I know we have
had some where we have posted the need and filled it outside the system so we have had to remove it
so yeah, that is a good point. Is there anything else you would like to see? In the system? Again, you can
also submit things through GPO outside this call if there are things you think of outside of this call.
>> This is Marissa. Yes, there is one question that keeps falling through the cracks from a comment, I
should say. This came while you were transitioning between topic 1 and topic 2. It is Marie and as far as
reports go, she mentioned that she would like to see a total for the region but also be able to break it
down by library.
>> Okay. Can we get a clarification on that or do you want, is there specific, a specific fact you are
looking for in the total? Total needs? Total offers? Total things that are claimed? Is there something
specific or just in general ask? Maybe that is something I need to watch.
>> I would be curious, how many people would, by the way, this is Ashley. I have not seen the project.
How many people would be interested in knowing how many people outside the region are claiming
material because in my head, when I think about what would it be like if I was back in my old library, I
would have to lobby the time put into the system and it would be really awkward for me in my head to
think of, well, we put in X number of offers and 72% reclaimed by outside the region. I was just curious
about that. People seem to be very region-focused. I did not know if people would be interested in
outside the region.
>> Yes. Mary quick says, yes, that is what happened in the needs role, as state people I am climbing from
and I have heard a number of things from people where they have gotten things build from someone
out of state. So W
>> That is cool. That is what this tool was built to do. It was built to shift the remaining collections
around to places where it is needed so I'm very happy to hear that things are products -- crossing way
outside the traditional regions .

>> One thing we cannot currently get from it that I would like to be able to see also is how many
libraries are offering things outside the region because that is something that is optional and we don't
really have a good sense of who is offering outside the region and who is not. LC says I interested in
more than just my region when I'm offering nationally but from a collection development standpoint I'd
like to be able to see both. Chris said, we cover Connecticut and Rhode Island labors and it would be
helpful to be able to see stuff for each state. I would remember Douglas imagine some of the other
multistate regionals would be interested in that. I think, there is kind of a whole slew of functionality
that we haven't really gotten into, in part because it is probably another major release but there is some
functionality for supporting those cases where there are two regionals in a state or maybe there is 1
official regionals and 3 other regionals serving as regionals for collection purposes. Different states kind
of handle that in different ways and right now, we don't have a good way to send in those two regional
states or whatever. We don't have a way to send that to the regional that is supposed to get that rather
than both regionals and that is one reason to pass it to both regionals and there are things we need to
work out their. There are things we would like to be able to give priority somewhere in the process to
preservation stewards which I think was mentioned earlier which again, sometimes we may need to be
able to route things based on, not just regional versus selective and whoever the bus maybe, sorry, I
simply can't talk. We may be able to say this is from this agency and needs to go to this library and this is
from that agency and needs to go to that library. That is currently not built into the system. There is a lot
of functionality I think we have some ideas on that need to be built but since that is kind of another
major development because it involves really redoing some of those algorithms. I'm kind of lobbying for
doing that next but, you know, there may be something else that comes up next. Mary says, which
reminds me, how about subject needs and -- database, we all have, I have a need for Virginia to review,
this comes from the title submit its own is not very sophisticated. Good idea. That is actually one area
where, in some ways, a -- with the CDP might be helpful because if we could access the CDP we could
also work off of the subject headings and not just the title. Myrna says, to upload offers and needs
button to be added to the dashboard where there is currently only input needs and input offers? Can
you talk a little more about that? I'm not sure what that would look like. Are you talking about the -- I
think maybe you are talking about that button where you go, there is a button when you input needs
directly into the manual input form or for a need or input offers takes you into the manual input form
for offers? Oh, no, I'm sorry. I just figured out what you meant because there is a direct link to the form
but there is not a direct link to the upload, yeah, got it. It was just like, got it. That's one of those things,
sometimes, where you don't have the screen in front of you it's like, what? But as soon as I started
thinking, I realized, there is not an offload -- upload button. That is good punt. We can get to that. We
are just about out of time so if anybody has any final thoughts, we'd like to hear them. Otherwise, you
can always reach out to us through F DPL and Douglas asked GPO and we will have another one of these
in a couple of months. So I'm not seeing Anthony says, lots of great discussion. Thank you for your
engagement during this ritual discussion are collectively we can do some pretty cool things .
>> Joslin says, great session. Thank you, Joslin. Thank you for having me. You are welcome. Thank you
for attending. Thank you for all your efforts today and your work on this tool. Thank you all for
attending, we really do value your input and we hope that we can continue to have more of these and
get more real input from you all and make sure we are building the tool in a way that makes sense to
everybody and that works for everybody. So with that, is there anything? I'm asking Ashley if she needs
to sign off. I guess that is it and thank you again for attending and you can look for the link to the
recording in your inboxes in the next day or so .
>> Okay, great. Thanks a lot.
>> [ Event Concluded ]

